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MYSTICAL
NIGHTTIME RITUAL
CHALLENGE
3 days to a consistent
dreamy practice

Day 2: DREAM ALTAR
Now that you have your space picked out and cleansed today we will
gather different tools in your dream altar. You don't have to use them
all and can keep adding/removing to it. Having everything already
setup in one spot makes it easier to show up every night as well as a
huge timesaver.
The consistency we're focusing on is showing up but the beauty of a
mystical nighttime ritual is it doesn't have to look exactly the same
every night. Allowing yourself to check-in with what you need in
that moment will help make your practice nourishing and not feel
forced.

Here are some examples of what I like to have in mine:
Start by covering all your senses such as...
SMELL - oils, reed diffuser, spray, incense
SIGHT - crystals, tarot, Himalayan salt lamp, dreamcatcher, candle,
statues, quotes
SOUND - singing bowl or bells, meditation, white noise machine
TASTE - tea
TOUCH- journal, dream pillow, dream mala, yoga mat or meditation
cushion, book to read
Look around at what you already have that you can bring out to your
altar.
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WHAT COULD YOU ADD TO YOUR DREAM ALTAR?

SMELL

SIGHT

SOUND

TASTE

TOUCH
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TIPS
You can make a portable dream altar by keeping a few of
these items in a box or tote bag to take with you if you travel
a lot or are not able to have a stationary altar.
I like to revisit my altar from time to time and clear out things
I haven't used to freshen it up.
**Bonus benefit to these tools when used right before bed can
enhance your dreams and bring deeper insights.

Dream interpretations by me are included inside the Dream
Mystics Membership during our monthly Dream Circles.
Redeem your special offer HERE.
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JOURNAL
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TAKE ACTION:
What 1-3 items can you add to your dream altar (that you intend
to use?)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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DAY 2 COMPLETE!!
At this point you have gathered your tools for your mystical nighttime
ritual that also doubles as dream enhancing tools!

Now that you are adding tools to your altar
notice what dreams show up for you as you
enhance them with these items!
Another great thing about Dream Mystics
Community is I host DREAM CIRCLES every
month where we learn a new dream activity to
add to our nighttime ritual AND I help you
interpret your dreams!

Dream Mystics Community is a group for like minded people ready to reconnect
to their higher selves using mystical practices.
Don't forget about your limited special offer inside Dream Mystics Community
and join our next dream circle!!

REDEEM YOUR
SPECIAL OFFER HERE >>

